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There are 3 Main Topics for Today 

• Persuading users of the efficacy of our 

assessments. 

– Verbal presentation of research results. 

– Visual presentation of research results. 

• Developing decision aids to improve hiring decision 

making.   

• The influence of decision making on our validation 

efforts.   

 



Psychology Has a Problem 

• We struggle with communicating research findings to the 
general public. 

• This is a general issue with the field as a whole.  

– Practical importance of laboratory research. 

– Strength of relations in correlational research. 

• My awakening to this problem came from reactions to our 
research on admissions predictors both from stakeholders 
and the media. 



“So what does a .4 correlation really mean?”  

     – Annoying reporter 



Communicating Research 

Two Major Audiences  

Academics Management 



Communicating Research 

Two Major Audiences  

Academics Management 

The Frightening World of University Chancelors, 

Deans, Provosts, and Presidents 



Communication Topics for Today 

• What to show? 

– Displaying data 

– Exercise and Questions 

• What to say?   

– Alternatives to Correlations 

– Exercise and Questions 

• What to Measure and Where to Cut? 

– Critical Incidents – Exercise 

– ProMES – Exercise  

• Discussion and Questions 



Your Goals 



One Overall Suggestion 

Always start by demonstrating that there is a problem.   



 

An Important Decision.  

• You are in charge of an organization that races cars. 
• Your car’s transmission has been temperamental 

showing signs of wear after races. 
• One engineer expressed concern that cold weather may 

be affecting the lubrication. 
• Upcoming race will be at a cold temperature.   
• Your lead engineer is not concerned.  As is shown on the 

next slide there is no correlation between temperature 
and the incidents recorded.  

• Not racing will be very financially costly while a complete 
transmission failure could put the driver at risk and 
embarrass the company.  What do you do?  



Air Temperature, oF 

Figure 1 

Plot of track run transmission incidents as a function of air temperature.  

Data shows no correlation between temperature and the # incidents recorded.  Lead Engineer 
notes that the transmission, by its nature, is occasionally temperamental.  Not racing will be 
very financially costly while a complete transmission failure could put the driver at risk.  What 
do you do?  
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Space Shuttle Challenger  



Congratulations!   

You think like a rocket scientist. 



Survivorship Bias 



Where do returning bombers show the most bullet 

holes so we can add armor to where they get shot-up?  



What to Show  



Visualizing Data 

• Good figures are far more impactful and easy to 

understand than tables or numbers or summary 

statistics. 

• Overall the message of this section is to first ask 

yourself, “Can I make a picture?” then ask, “How can I 

make it simpler?” 

• Let’s start with a classic example and follow up with 

three very different I-O examples. 



Ascombe (1973) r = .82, Y = 3 + .5X 
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Mean interitem correlation = .01 Mean interitem correlation = .06 Mean interitem correlation = .11 
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1:1+2 .06 .03 .09 .02 .11 .01 .05 .03 .08 .01 .09 .01 .05 .03 .06 .01 .07 .01 

1:1.25 .06 .04 .10 .06 .13 .08 .05 .04 .09 .06 .10 .07 .05 .04 .07 .06 .08 .07 

1:1.5 .07 .06 .12 .10 .14 .13 .06 .05 .10 .10 .12 .12 .05 .05 .08 .09 .09 .11 

1:1.75 .07 .07 .13 .13 .16 .16 .07 .07 .11 .12 .13 .16 .05 .07 .08 .12 .10 .15 

1:2 .08 .08 .14 .16 .17 .19 .06 .08 .11 .15 .14 .18 .06 .08 .09 .14 .11 .17 

1:3 .09 .12 .17 .22 .20 .27 .08 .11 .14 .21 .16 .25 .07 .11 .11 .20 .13 .24 

1:4 .10 .14 .19 .26 .23 .31 .09 .14 .16 .25 .18 .29 .08 .13 .12 .23 .14 .28 

1:5 .12 .16 .21 .28 .25 .33 .11 .16 .17 .27 .20 .32 .09 .15 .14 .26 .16 .31 

1:6 .13 .17 .22 .30 .26 .35 .11 .17 .18 .29 .20 .34 .10 .17 .15 .28 .16 .33 

1:10 .15 .21 .25 .33 .29 .38 .14 .20 .21 .32 .23 .37 .12 .19 .17 .31 .18 .36 

1:20 .18 .23 .28 .36 .32 .41 .16 .23 .23 .35 .25 .40 .14 .22 .20 .34 .20 .39 

1:50 .20 .25 .30 .38 .34 .43 .18 .24 .25 .37 .26 .41 .16 .24 .21 .36 .21 .40 

1:100 .21 .26 .31 .38 .35 .43 .19 .25 .26 .37 .27 .42 .17 .25 .21 .36 .21 .41 

1:150 .21 .26 .32 .39 .35 .43 .20 .25 .26 .37 .27 .42 .17 .25 .21 .36 .21 .41 

1:200 .22 .26 .32 .39 .35 .43 .20 .25 .26 .37 .27 .42 .18 .25 .22 .37 .21 .41 



Empirical Biodata Keying 

• Beatty, Sackett, Kuncel, Shen, Rigdon, & Kiger (2011) 

examined: 

– At what point does Multiple Regression yield a key that 

beats the tried and true Vertical Percent Method depending 

on: 

• Number of subjects? 

• Number of items? 

• Average intercorrelation among items? 





A Favorite Example: Linearity of Intelligence 



Assessment Center Construct 

Validity 

• Although often distracting, pie charts can help display 

parts of wholes. 

• In this example we empirically demonstrated that 

dimension scoring is legitimate. 

• Here’s the equation:   

 

• We can display tables of numbers but consider the 

following argument instead. 

Kuncel & Sackett (2012) 



Example:  Variance components of a 

single Post-Exercise Dimension 

Rating (PEDR) 

• Bowler and Woehr 
(2006) meta-analysis of 
35 AC data sets 

• Sources of variance: 
–Dimension: 22%  

• Dimension specific: 4.6% 

• Dimension general: 17.4% 

–Exercise: 34% 
• Exercise specific: 30.6% 

• Exercise general: 3.4% 

–Error: 44% 

 

Dimension Specific

Dimension General

Exercise General

Error

Exercise Specific 

Kuncel & Sackett (2012) 



Dimension Score from 3 Aggregated PEDRs 

Exercise 

Specific 

Dimension 

General 

Dimension 

Specific 

Error 

+ + = 

Exercise 1 Rating Exercise 2 Rating Exercise 3 Rating 

Kuncel & Sackett (2012) 



Special Techniques 

• Displaying Trade Offs 

• Contrasting Hypotheses 

• Displaying Correlation or other Continuous Effects 

• Incremental Validity 

• Binning Data 



Displaying Trade Offs 

• Graphics can make explicit trade offs or relative 

importance 

• Use the simplest possible display that contains all 

useful information 

• Ensure that the Y axis is the same for all information 







Contrasting Hypothses 

• Whether testing theory or practical questions, 

presenting empirical results is fundamentally about 

telling a truthful story. 

• Graphics allow us to tell chapters in the story or starkly 

contrast two visions of the world. 



Ability, Interests, and Personality Matter 
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General Cognitive Ability

Personality

Vocational Interest

From Kuncel & Beatty (in press) APA Handbook of Testing 

and Assessment in Psychology, US Army Data 

Performance Prediction, Project A, adapted from McHenry, 

et al. (1990) 



Kuncel & Hezlett (2007). Science, 315, 1080-1081. 



If the critics were right…. 



Example:  How much does SES matter in 

testing? 

• The “only thing the SAT predicts well now is 

socioeconomic status” (Colvin, 1997, p. B2) 

• “…it has now been documented with massive data 

sets from the University of California that SAT I scores 

lose any ability to predict freshman year grades if the 

regression analyses control for socioeconomic status” 

(p. 100) – Crosby, Iyer, Clayton, and Downing (2003) 

• “…SAT scores used for college admissions do not 

predict freshman year grades when socioeconomic 

status is controlled” (p. 1023) – Biernat (2003)  

 



Tabled Results 

Sackett, Kuncel, Beatty, Shen, Rigdon, Kiger in Psychological Science 

  R2 SAT β HSGPA β SES β 

Model 1:  SAT alone 
.129 .352     

Model 2: HSGPA alone 
.220   .465   

Model 3: SAT + HSGPA 
.275 .230 .399   

Model 4: SAT + HSGPA +SES 
.280 .211 .405 

 .070 

Table 3. SAT, School-reported HSGPA, and SES as Predictors of Freshman GPA: 2006 data  

Note.  Tabled values are means across 49 schools, 

N=60,361. 



Graphed Results: Tests and SES 

Sackett, Kuncel, Beatty, Shen, 

Rigdon, Kiger (in press) 

Psychological Science 

• The presence of SES in 

the regression model 

has little effect on R-

Squared 

• The presence of SES 

does not eliminate the 

effect of SAT in the 

model. 



Presenting Continuous Effects 

• Correlations are difficult to understand. 

• Coefficient of determination is even worse. 

• The size of correlations observed in psychology do not 

inspire. 

• Graphical displays better communicate what is going 

on. 





Expectancy Charts 

 
Assumes r = .35; Success=top 50% in job performance 

Note.  The 3D effect is distracting and does not add to 

the chart. 



BESD – Bionomial Effect Size 

Display 

  Stay in Training Drop Out Total 

Above Average 60 40 100 

Below Average 40 60 100 

Total 100 100 200 

Binomial Effect Size Display:  Hypothetical Comparison  



Demonstrating Multiple Hurdles 



Bridgeman, Burton, & Cline (2009) 

Percent Earning a 3.8 or Higher Graduate GPA 



Binning and Jittering 

• We often have coarse data in psychology  

• This makes it hard to visualize at times due to hidden 

data density. 

• Three methods can help: 

– Binning 

– Sunflowers 

– Jittering 
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General Suggestions 

• Make it as simple as possible 

• Eliminate as much ink as possible 

• Axis labels must clear and self explanatory  

• All labels should help convey the point of the graphic 

• Label elements directly 

• Don’t use area and volume to communicate (unless the thing 

has area or volume and even then think twice). 

• Revise and get feedback. 



A Process for Graphics 

1. What is the message or idea I want to convey? 

2. What is being compared or contrasted? 

3. What information must appear? 

4. What format will best accomplish this? 

5. What is an entirely different way I could do the 

same thing? 

6. What can be subtracted with no loss? 

7. What could be added that would clarify? 



Visualizing Data: 

Exercise and Discussion 

• Make it better handout 

• Open discussion and questions 



Good Graphics are Clear and Powerful 

Their emotional impact are why we need to be ready to spot bad ones. 



Avoid Pie Charts use Bar/Line 

Is the point of the graphic comparison across years or within years? 



Beware of Change Graphs 

“Gap” of Difference Statistics are also interesting but 

very tricky. 



Actual Unemployment 



Dramatic Tax Increase? 

Source: 

https://twitter.com/DanaDanger/status/230851016344600576/photo/1/large 



Context and Variability in Petrol 



A lot changes over time…. 



Including population and inflation 



Why did they bother? 



Beware the Double Y Axis 



Enrollment and Actual Score Changes Over 

Time 



More Double Y Axis Magic Tricks 



Friends Don’t Let Friends Make 3D 

Exaggerates 

Nearest Value Trivializes 

Distant Values 

Note:  Multiple 

colors are not 

necessary. 



Beware Linear Extrapolation 

Our eyes are very good at spotting linear trends but poor 

at seeing and interpreting curves. Can you see it? 



Fitting the Curves of the Data 

You can over fit curves.  Solution:  Hire a good stats person. 





Your Turn 



Nice bus.  



State of the Union Address Graphic 

This graph from Obama’s 

state of the union address 

suggests US and China are 

matched on investments.   

Is this suggestion 

reasonable? 

(Circle overlaps represent 

joint investments.) 



Global Warming Accelerates 



Wasted  

Money? 



Multiple Problems 



Terry Schiavo Court Decision 



Lanacane is Better! 



The Times Dominates? 

Image: University of Kentucky 



Unemployment Error 

Image Source: http://cloudfront.mediamatters.org 



Accelerating…. 



Making Good Graphs 

• Make it as simple as possible. 

• Eliminate as much ink (chart junk) as possible. 

• Axis labels must be clear and self explanatory. 

• All labels should help convey the point of the graphic. 

• Label elements directly.  Avoid abbreviations. 

• Don’t use 3D, area, or volume to communicate. 

• Axis ranges must reflect reality, not a piece of it. 

• Revise and get feedback. 



A Process for Graphics 

1. What is the message or idea I want to convey? 

2. What is being compared or contrasted? 

3. What information must appear? 

4. What format will best accomplish this? 

5. What is an entirely different way I could do the same 

thing? 

6. What can be subtracted with no loss? 

7. What could be added that would clarify? 

8. What is an alternative way of displaying this? 



Make It Better 



Make it Better. What does it need? 



Star Tribune March 7 

Make it Better. What is the message? 



Context  



What to Say 



Correlations Have Limited Appeal 

• Even experienced users will disparage modest but 

useful effects.  

• However, other fields use different statistics that yield 

more natural and probabilistic statements of effect.  

• These are not without their own problems but are 

worth considering along side our methods. 



Calculating Correlation 

Alternatives 

• Demonstrations of Methods (worksheet) 

– Risk Ratio (RR) 

– Odds Ratio (OR) 

– Taylor Russell (TR) 

– Natural Frequencies 



What to Say?  Example:  Training Program 

Basic Skill Test Complete Drop Out Total 

Above Average 120 80 200 

Below Average 40 160 200 

Total 160 240 400 

r = .41, “Skill Test correlates .41 with dropout.” 

r2 = .16, “Skill Test accounts for 16% of the variance in dropout.” 

RRdrop = 2.0, “People with below average basic skills are twice as likely 

 to drop.” 

OR = 6.0, “The odds are 6 to 1 for an above average skilled applicant                 

  completing.” 

Natural Frequencies = “Out of 100 applicants, 20 of the 50 with above 

 average basic skill will drop while 40 of the 50 below average will 

 join them.”  



Samples:  Study Metric Ratings 

• 85 HRIR Masters Students.  Average of 4 years of 

professional experience. 

• 44 I/O Selection Consultants working for one of 3 I/O 

consulting firms. Average of 8 years of professional 

experience. 

• 17 I/O Research Scientists working for an applied research 

firm/think tank.  Average of 14 years of professional 

experience.  
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Our Dataset:  
Basic Skills Training Program 

Pretest Stay in Training Drop Out Total 

Above Average 120 80 200 

Below Average 40 160 200 

Total 160 240 400 

r = .41, “Pretest correlates .41 with dropout.” 

 - lower scores more likely to drop out 

r2 = .16, “Pretest accounts for 16% of the variance in dropout.” 



Risk Ratio 

• RR = 

 

P(outcome|group 1) 

P(outcome|group 2) 

 

• Calculate RR of dropping out for students 

with below average test scores (as compared 

to students with above average pretests) 

 



Risk Ratio 

• RR = 

 

P(outcome|group 1) 

P(outcome|group 2) 

 

• Calculate RR of dropping out for students 

with below average test scores (as compared 

to students with above average pretests) 

• Trainees with a below average pretest are    

2 times as likely to drop out of training. 

 



Odds Ratio 

• OR = 

 

Odds of outcome group 1 

Odds of outcome group 2 

 

• Calculate OR of dropping out for students 

with below average test scores (as compared 

to students with above average pretests) 

 

 



Odds Ratio 

• OR = 

 

Odds of outcome group 1 

Odds of outcome group 2 

 

• Calculate OR of dropping out for students 

with below average test scores (as compared 

to students with above average pretests) 

• Trainees with a below average pretest have 

6 times greater odds of dropping out of 

training. 

 



Taylor Russell 

• Need correlation, base rate of success, & selection 

ratio. 

• Base rate of success= 

 

• Calculate the percent increase in correct decisions 

when using the test to select those who will complete 

training when SR=.5 

 

    Total across groups     

 Total in successful group 



Taylor Russell 

• Need correlation, base rate of success, & selection 

ratio. 

• Base rate of success= 

 

• Calculate the percent increase in correct decisions 

when using the test to select those who will complete 

training when SR=.5 

• Percent Improvement: 53% 

    Total across groups     

 Total in successful group 



Natural Frequencies 

• Out of 100 new trainees, _______ of the _______trainees 

with below average pretest scores will drop while only 

_______ of the _______ trainees with above average scores 

will join them. 

 



Natural Frequencies 

• Out of 100 new trainees, ___40__ of the __50___trainees 

with below average pretest scores will drop while only 

__20___ of the __50___ trainees with above average scores 

will join them. 

 



Limitations and Future Research 

• Ratio metrics are appealing but potentially misleading.   

– Base rate is necessary for interpretation 

– Dichotomization must be meaningful 



Experience <$1 mil sales >$1 mil sales Total 

Sales Training 120 80 200 

Sales Training +  

Ride Along 40 160 200 

Total 160 240 400 

Base Rate Issue for Ratio Stats 

• Hypothetical comparison of Sales Training & Sales Volume 

• RR=2 “Those with ride along are 2x as likely to hit $1 million 

in sales.” 

 

 



Base Rate Issue for Ratio Stats 

• Difficult to achieve $1 million in sales 

• Still RR=2 “Those with ride along are 2x as likely to hit $1 

million in sales.” 

 

 
Experience <$1 mil sales >$1 mil sales Total 

Sales Training 199 1 200 

Sales Training +  

Ride Along 198 2 200 

Total 397 3 400 



Base Rate Issue for Ratio Stats 

• Effect of altering base rate 

• RR=16 “Those with ride along are 16x as likely to hit $1 

million in sales.” 

 

 
Experience <$1 mil sales >$1 mil sales Total 

Sales Training 199 1 200 

Sales Training +  

Ride Along 23 2 25 

Total 222 3 225 



Base Rate Issue for Ratio Stats 

• Being 16 times more likely to hit a sales goal appears 

to be a huge effect 



Base Rate Issue for Ratio Stats 

• Being 16 times more likely to hit a sales goal appears 

to be a huge effect 

• But…notice that only 25 had the opportunity to 

experience a ride along, as opposed to 200 who did 

not. 

Experience <$1 mil sales >$1 mil sales Total 

Sales Training 199 1 200 

Sales Training +  

Ride Along 

23 2 25 

Total 222 3 225 



Base Rate Issue for Ratio Stats 

• Being 16 times more likely to hit a sales goal appears 

to be a huge effect 

• But…notice that only 25 had the opportunity to 

experience a ride along, as opposed to 200 who did 

not. 

• In reality, only 1 more person achieved the sales goal 

in the ride along group than in the training only group. 

• Base rates can have a big impact on ratio stats 



Natural Frequencies 

• Out of 100 new trainees, ___40__ of the __50___trainees with 

below average pretest scores will drop while only __20___ of the 

__50___ trainees with above average scores will join them. 

 



Validation:  Traditional Methods are Not 

Enough 



My Toothbrushes 



 “No significant differences in plaque 

reductions were found between 

manual brushing and any of the 2 

electric brushes.”  

  

Mantokoudis, et al., 2001, p. 65 



Tooth Brushing Times (Sec) for Nathan Kuncel 

Electric versus Manual 



The way a tool is used is critical  

for it effectiveness.  

 

Many traditional validation methods don’t 

consider that users and applicants are 

active agents.  



Topic 

• We currently study the correlations between predictor 

and criterion measures. 

– This information does not answer the question, “Do better 

people get hired?” 

• What we need to study is how assessments affect the 

decision making process of: 

– Hiring Managers 

– Applicants 



The Textbook Model of Validation is a 

Nice Safe Starting Place… 

but we’re 

not three 

anymore. 



I’m Guilty Too 



Not a Strawman Argument  

“The primary inference of concern in an employment 

context is that test scores predict subsequent work 

behavior.” (Van Iddekinge & Ployhart, 2008) 

Schmidt 

Hunter  

1998 

 

cited 3460 



I’m Not the First Person to Point Out Some of 

These Issues 



New Hiring System  

Quality criterion measure 

Careful predictor build 

r = .45 

Good job analysis 

All is right in the world, yes? 



No 

• Turns out, the correlation between hiring decisions and your 

assessment scores are ZERO. 

• Judgments were unrelated to your input. 

• The organization has realized negative utility from your work. 

– I hope you’re proud of yourself. 

The Effect of Our Work on Decision Making is the Key 



Incremental Validity Part 1: 

Adding a New Predictor to the Hiring System 

Predictor A, r = .30,  ΔR2 = .00 

Predictor A = Failure, Drop 

Right? 



No 

• Predictor 1 is highly face valid, sexy (for an 

assessment), and gets a heavy weight in decision 

making…forcing out irrelevant factors that used to 

weaken the decision. 



Incremental Validity Part 2 

Adding a New Predictor to the Hiring 

System 

Predictor B, r = .30,  ΔR2 = .06 

Predictor 2 = Success, Keep 

Right? 



No 

• No one uses Predictor B and it is largely ignored 

costing time and money. 

• People ignore predictors because:  

– Don’t like it. 

– Don’t get it. 

– Don’t trust it. 

 



Adding a New Predictor to the Hiring System 

Predictor C, r = .20, ΔR2 = .01 

Fast, Low cost, People like it 

Predictor C is OK, keep 

Right? 



No 

• Predictor C has strong narrative qualities that cause it 

to get excessive judgment weight dragging down 

overall decision quality. 



Imagine we have good predictors that 

are correctly used and we make offers 

to the top people. 

 

Good? 



No, The Best May Not Accept 

Murphy, 1986 

They don’t 

love you 



Fine, fine, fine, the best accept, 

happy now? 



Kuncel & Klieger, 2007 

No, The Best May Not Even Apply 

Weakest LSAT, 

Lowest Ranked 

Schools 

Strongest LSAT, 

Lowest Ranked 

Schools 



New Hiring System  

Quality criterion measure 

Careful predictor builds 

Adjusted Multiple R = .45 

Good job analysis 

All is right in the world, yes? 

Best applicants accept 

Best applicants apply 

Predictors are used 



No 

• Virtually no one makes decisions using beta weighted (or unit 

weighted) predictor scores. 

Kuncel, Klieger, Connelly, & Ones, 2013 



Please Note 

• In fact, it is entirely possible that the expert judgments, 

despite lower predictive power, result in better people 

getting hired. 

• Reliance on expert judgement may deter people from using 

their own, off the cuff, “if you were a tree, what kind of a tree 

would you be”, untrained, gut reaction, nonsense.   

• Algorithmic decision making may invite the opposite reaction.  



A whole barely explored world awaits us in 

understanding how to integrate algorithmic 

decision making with expert judgement to 

have a positive affect on the decision making 

of hiring mangers.  

 



The Lens Model Is Your Friend 

Kuncel, Klieger, Connelly, & Ones, 2013 



Who should 

get the job 

offer? 

How should I 

combine (use) this 

information? 

What predictors 

should I use? 

What will I do 

if the offer is 

turned down? 

What will I do if no 

one exceptional 

applies? 

? 

Hiring Decision 

Maker 



Should I 

bother to 

apply? 

How should 

I perform on 

the tests? 

Should I 

accept the 

offer? 

How should I work 

given my 

experiences? 

? 

Applicant Decision Makers 

Applicant Population 

Applicant Group 

Job Offers 



What To Do:  Methods 

1. Focus on average performance of hired group versus 

expected average performance of applicant 

pool/population. 

2. Capture hiring recommendation, hiring decision, and 

who made the decision. 

3. Know the Lens Model. 



What To Do: Consulting 

 Our job is to get good correlations 

between predictors and criteria. 

 Our job is to positively affect the 

decision making process of both 

applicants and hiring managers. 



What to Measure? 



What to Measure? 

• The best graphics or ratio statistics won’t help if the 

outcome elicits a shoulder shrug.  

• We often focus on performance measures of 

convenience. 

• Predicting things no one cares about is a losing battle.  

• Effort identifying what to measure (and then use cool 

graphics or statistics) is key. 

• I think it often comes down to: 



Where is their Pain? 

• Job Performance is, of course, multi-dimensional. 

• A client’s perception of pain often is not. 

• Effectively asking “Where does it hurt?” can provide a 

clear DV for analysis. 

• Measurement of that DV bundled with a more multi-

dimensional can provide good communication with the 

client (in addition to directing the type of intervention).  



Where does it hurt? 

• Five Methods 

1. They Just Know* 

2. Critical Incidents* 

3. ProMES* 

4. Focus Groups 

5. Analysis of Performance Data 

• Developing Cut Scores 

• Pulling it together with 2 simulations: 

– Call center 

– I-O Graduate Program 



They Just Know 

• Sometimes the client simply knows…or thinks they know. 

• Example, COGS PhD Completion Project. 

– THE outcome of interest is finishing the Ph.D. 

• Question:  Is this Good or Bad? 

• Question:  What should be our advice? 

– Most frequently studied outcome is GGPA 

• Ignore the pain or the good/bad question at your peril (not to 

mention the clients). 



Critical Incidents 

• Oldie but goodie 

• Capture specific behavioral incidents 

– Positive 

– Negative  

– Both 

• Clusters can quickly identify three key issues: 

– Overall structure of job 

– Key positive behaviors 

– Areas where they hurt 



Critical Incident Exercise 



Critical Incident Exercise 

• Purpose of Critical Incident Technique 

– Collect information to identify the critical incidents that 

distinguish satisfactory workers from unsatisfactory 

workers. 

 



Critical Incident Exercise 

• Think about the job of an new Consultant in your area. 

– What are your experiences with people in this role? 

– What are some effective and ineffective behaviors you have 

observed or experienced from someone in this role? 

 



Critical Incident Exercise 

• Develop 6-8 critical incidents for the job of I/O 

consultant. Remember, each critical incident 

shares the following pieces of information:  

• Context – what was happening that led up to 

the worker behavior.  

• Behavior – the observable behavior / action 

taken by the employee.  

• Consequence – the consequence / result of 

the behavior. 

• Be sure to generate positive and negative 

examples. 

 



Critical Incident Exercise 

• Sort incidents into homogeneous groups 

based on the nature of the behavior.   

• Positive and negative incidences (reflecting 

effective and ineffective behaviors, 

respectively) may be in the same group. 

 



Critical Incident Exercise 

• Identify what aspect of performance each 

group of incidences relates to.   

• Name each group in a way that is 

representative of the performance aspect the 

incidences represent. 

• Write a definition for each group of behaviors 

to define each grouping of incidences to define 

that performance dimension. 

 



Critical Incident Exercise 

• Scale each of the behaviors in each group on 

a 5 (or 7 or 9) point scale based on the 

definition of the performance dimension.   

– 1 represents ineffective performance 

– 5  (or 7 or 9) represents highly effective 

performance 

 

• Identify ‘cut point’ for acceptable performance 

and for exceptional performance.   

– Cut point can be used for calculating ratio statistics. 

 



PHOTOCOPIER REPAIR PERSONNEL Setting:  Technicians go out on service calls 

to repair customers' photocopiers. 

Objective 1.  Quality:  Repair and maintain photocopiers as effectively as possible. 

 Indicator 1. Mean copies made between service calls 

 Indicator 2. Percentage repeat calls 

 Indicator 3. Percentage of preventive maintenance procedures 

correctly followed 

Objective 2.  Cost:  Repair and maintain photocopiers as efficiently as possible. 

 Indicator 4. Parts cost per service call 

 Indicator 5. Labor time per service call 

 Indicator 6. Percentage of repeat service calls caused by a lack of 

 spare parts 

Objective 3.  Administration:  Keep accurate records of repair and maintenance 

 Indicator 7. Percentage of required repair history information filled in 

 correctly. 

 Indicator 8. Percentage of parts warranty claims correctly submitted. 

Objective 4.  Attendance:  Spend the available work time on work related activities. 

 Indicator 9. Percentage of labor contract hours actually spent on the 

 job.  

Objective 5. Ambassadorship:  Behave as correctly as possible on the job. 

 Indicator 10. Percentage of important social behaviors shown on the 

 job as measured by customers' ratings. 

From Pritchard et al., (2008) Journal of Applied Psychology 



Creating Decision Aids 

• Our research suggests that anchoring effects and 

decoy effects can be used to positively influence 

decision making 

• Other work suggests that some decision makers are 

resistant to using purely algorithmic decision aids. 

• Although more work is needed in this area we see 

multiple compromise or “middle ground” approaches 

to enhancing decision making while maintaining user 

acceptability.  

 



Options  

• Algorithmic decision tool modeled on expert judgment 

(bootstrapped model or model of man approach).  

• Expert ratings are added to an algorithm (mechanical 

synthesis).  

• Expert decision making is constrained by algorithmic 

rating.   

– Min/Max limits 

– Decision tokens (i.e., may only adjust once per time period).  

• Anchored algorithm presentation followed by expert 

judgment where a justification must be provided for 

adjustment. 

• Anchored algorithm presentation followed by 

unconstrained expert judgment.  

 



Algorithmic decision tool modeled on 

expert judgment (bootstrapped model or 

model of man approach).  

 
Method:  Using historical data regression analyses are 

used to model the weighting experts appear to give to 

different assessment tools.  

 

Alternative:  Expert judgments of predictor importance 

are used to provide predictor weights for arriving at 

overall fit ratings or hiring recommendations.   



Expert ratings are added to an algorithm 

(mechanical synthesis).  

 

Method: Experts review applicant data and provide an 

overall fit or hireability rating for the applicant. Predictor 

information is aggregated using an equation including 

the expert’s rating.   

• E.g., interview score + test score + job history score + 

expert rating = total score 



Expert decision making is constrained by 

algorithmic rating.   

Method:  Experts are presented with the applicant data 

plus an overall fit or hiring recommendation based on an 

equation.  Experts are free to adjust it to some degree.  

 

Example:  Overall score is 4.5/5.0.  Expert may adjust 

up or down .25 points.   

 

Example:  Overall score is 4.0/5.0.  Expert may override 

this score and adjust it up or down only 20% of the time.  



Anchored algorithm presentation followed 

by expert judgment where a justification 

must be provided for adjustment. 

 
Method:  An overall hiring recommendation or rating is 

provided to the experts who can adjust it as they see fit 

but must provide a written justification.  

 

“I adjusted the score downward as the applicant’s 

responses to interview questions didn’t fully align with 

my read of their work history.  Applicant seems to be 

overstating their prior accomplishments.” 



Anchored algorithm presentation 

followed by unconstrained expert 

judgment.  

 
Method:  Expert is first presented with the overall score 

based on an algorithm.  However, expert is free to make 

whatever recommendation she wishes.   



Thank You! 

Nathan Kuncel 
kunce001@umn.edu 


